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JUGDMENT

1. The case of the prosecution, in brief, is that on 15th

June, 201L, one Miss Amina Khatun filed a complaint

petition before the SP, Udalguri stating therein that

about four years prior to the date of filing of the

complaint, she was married to Md. Sahjahan Ali,
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resident of Shivapur, Udalguri. After a few days of their

marriage, her husband Sahjahan Ali started torturing

her with demands for dowry. On several occasions, the

complainant's father paid different cash amounts to the

accused, Md. Sahjahan Ali. Several village meetings

were also organized to discuss this issue. About a
month prior to the filing of the complaint petition, the

complainant's husband, Sahjahan Ali, accompanied by

other three accused, namely, Md. Din Islam, Md. Sahid

Ali and Md. Mufazzal Hoque, came to his house at about

1lPm and they forced the complainant to sign a blank

paper. Thereafter Md. Sahjahan Ali instructed the

complainant to leave his house at about 12 midnight.

Sahjahan Ali also instructed accused Md. Mufazzal

Hoque and Md. Sahid Ali to accompany her to her

paternal house. On the way Md. Mufazzal Hoque and

Md. Sahid Ali tried to misbehave the complainant Miss

Amina Khatun, but could not do any evil act because of

her resistance.

2. After receiving the complaint petition, the

Superintendent of Police, Udalguri directed the OC,

Udalguri, to register a case under proper Sections of

Law. Accordingly, Udalguri PS Case No. 7LlZ0l1 was

registered U/S 49BAl376l5LL of IPC.' police started

investigation and after completion of investigation, a

charge-sheet was submitted against accused Sahjahan
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Ali, Din Islam, Mufazzal hoque and Sahil Ali U/S

499Al376l5lt of IPC, Accused Mufazzal Hoque and

Sahid Ali were shown as absconders in the charge-

sheet. Initially, a case against accused Mufazzal Hoque

and Sahid Ali were filed and on l9l0tl20t5, the Ld.

SDJM(S), Udalguri committed the case against accused

Md. Sahjahan Ali and Md. Din Islam. However,

subsequently the cases against Md. Sahid Ali and Md.

Mufazzal Hoque were also committed on different dates.

3. Charges were framed against accused Sahjahan Ali U/S

49BA IPC and against accused Din Islam U/S

376151U34 IPC on 05102120L5. Subsequently, on

241212016 charges were framed against accused Sahid

Ali U/S 37615LU3+ IPC and on 291512018, charges

were framed against accused Mufazzal Hoque U/S

37615tL134 of IPC. When the charges were read over

to the accused, they pleaded not guilty and claimed to

be tried and, thus, the case proceeded to the trial

stage.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:

4. The following are the points for determination in this

case-

(i) Whether accused Sahjahan Ali, being the

husband of the informant Miss Amina Khatun,
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subjected her to cruelty with demands for

dowry on t5l6l20l1 and various dates prior

thereto?

(ii) Whether accused Din Islam, Sahid Ali

Mufazzal Hoque, in furtherance of

common intention, committed rape or

attempted to commit rape of the informant

Miss Amina Khatun on 151612011 at Shivapur,

Kuptimari under Udalguri PS.

POINTS DECIDED AND REASONS THEREFORE:

5. Considering the peculiar nature of the case and for

sake of brevity and convenience, both the points

taken up together for discussion.

6. PW-l Miss Amina Khatun, has stated in her evidence

that she is the informant of this case. Ext-1 is the FIR

lodged by her. Accused Md. Sahjahan Ali is her

husband. Accused Din Islam is her brother-in-law. She

got married with accused Sahjahan Ali as per the

Muslim religious rites on 2008. After marriage she

started living with her husband at his house and she

also gave birth to a girl child. Their married life

continued happily for one year. After one year of their

marriage, her husband, Sahjahan Ali, demanded Rs.

18,000/- as dowry. The accused started torturing his
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wife for not paying the demanded amount. Thereafter,

for some days they lived happily, but then again the

accused physically assaulted his wife and demanded Rs.

L2,0001- from her. PW-l brought Rs. t2,0001- from her

father and gave the same to the accused in the

presence of Md. Nousad Ali, Kalu Seikh and Siraj Ali.

7. A few days after the payment of the cash amount, one

night at about 10-11 PM, the accused Sahjahan Ali

invited Din Islam to their residence. Thereafter, at 12

midnight he invited many people to their house and in

their presence; he informed the PW-1 that he will give

her "talaq".

B. The PW-l told her husband that she will not consent to

that. Thereupon, accused Sahjahan instructed accused

Din Islam to obtain her signature forcefully. Accordingly,

Din Islam held the hand of PW-l and obtained her

thumb impression in a deed. Generally PW-1 does not

put her thumb impression in any document since she is

able to put her signature. Thereafter, Sahjahan directed

the PW-l to leave his house. On her refusal to do so, he

instructed Din Islam and Mufazzal to drag her to her

paternal house by pulling her hairs. After a little while,

accused Mufazzal and Sahid Ali shoved the PW-1 in a

pond near the house of Sahjahan. Thereafter, as per

the instruction of Din Islam, they again lifted her from
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the pond. Thereafter, as per the instruction of Sahjahan

and Din Islam, accused Mufazzal and Sahid pulled the

hairs of PW-1 and dragged her to her paternal house.

Her clothes were torn up. Accused Sahid and Mufazzal

told her that they would commit some bad works with

her and they will kill her by squeezing her neck. After

that, accused Sahid and Mufazzal, following the

instructions of Din Islam, started pulling the clothes of

PW-1 with the intention of doing bad acts with her. The

PW-l started screaming and hearing that scream, some

people from the neighbourhood gathered. Thereupon

the accused persons left leaving the PW-1 there.

Thereafter, the PW-1 came to her paternal house and

lodged the FIR. She also informed her parents about

the incident. She also informed the elder brother of

accused Sahjahan, namely, Rejak Ali and the village

secretary Bahar Islam about the incident. The PW-1

gave her statement before magistrate and she exhibited

that statement as Ext-2.

9. In her cross-examination, the PW-1 has stated that she

doesn't remember the exact date of the incident. She

was married to the accused about seven years ago. She

paid the demanded money to the accused twice. First

time she paid Rs. 18,000/- and second time she paid

Rs. 12,000/-.
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10,The PW-1 was re-examined on 281912018, where she

stated in her examination in chief that she got married

with the accused Sahjahan Ali in the year 2009. After

marriage her husband tortured her. PW-1 had narrated

the manner in which he used to torture her in her

evidence recorded in the year 2015. She has also stated

that accused Mufazzal took her to her paternal house at

11 O'clock at night. Sahid Ali was also with Mufazzal. On

the way they pushed her in a pond and after leaving her

there from they uttered some obscene words and have

also tore her clothes with the intention of raping her.

Then a commotion occurred and some people from the

neighbourhood gathered there. Thereupon the accused

Sahid and Mufazzal took her to her paternal house.

11.In her cross-examination the PW-1 stated that Md.

Kasem Ali came to the place of occurrence when the

commotion occurred. The PW-l has also stated that

accused Sahjahan had two wives, the PW-l is his

second wife.

12. PW-2 Ajida Begum has stated that the informant is her

co-wife. The PW-2 was declared as hostile and the

prosecution was allowed to cross-examine her.

However, there is nothing in her evidence which merits

consideration.
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13. PW-3 Kasem Ali has stated in his evidence that accused

Sahjahan married Amina (PW-l) as per the religious

rites and as a result of their wedlock one girl child was

born. Accused Sahjahan used to demand dowry from

his wife. He also tortured her with such demands.

Amina informed the PW-3 about this. Amina came to

her matrimonial home several times because of such

cruel treatment of her husband. She also informed the

PW-3 that as per the demand of the accused Sahjahan,

she collected Rs, 12,0001- from her father to pay the

accused. Amina also informed him that on 25106120LL

at about 12 midnight, accused Sahjahan along with

Sahid Ali and Mufazzal Hoque assaulted her and

forcefully drove her out of her matrimonial home.

14.In his cross-examination the PW-3 has stated that his

house is near the house of Amina. The PW-3 has not

seen the quarrel between Amina and accused Sahjahan.

PW-3 has also clarified that he does not have any

personal knowledge about the incident.

15. PW-4 Ajgar Ali has stated that the victim woman

belongs to his village. The PW-4 has forgot the incident.

The PW-4 has been declared as a hostile witness and

the prosecution was allowed to cross-examine him.

However, this witness has not stated anything to
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demolish the prosecution case. He has simply stated

that he does not remember the incident.

16. PW-5 Nurul Amin has stated that Amina is the second

wife of accused Sahjahan, They started quarrelling after

about one to one and half years of their marriage.

Sahjahan used to beat Amina. On several occasions

Amina left her husband's house, thereafter they again

started living together. Amina also used to quarrel with

the first wife of Sahjahan. Once Amina stated before the

public that she paid RS. L2,0001- to Sahjahan.

17.In his cross-examination the PW-5 stated that Amina

was formerly married to another person. He has not

seen her paying Rs. 12,0001- to Sahjahan.

18. PW-6 Dr. Achyut Hazarika, who is the medical officer,

examined the victim Amina on 181612011 at Udalguri

Civil Hospital. In his evidence he has stated that he had

not found any injury in the body of the victim Amina

Khatun. On L9l6l20t4, Dr. Achyut Hazarika had also

examined Azida Begun, i.e., the first wife of accused

Sahjahan. On his examination he found multiple bruises

on her left leg.

19. PW-7 Atab Ali has stated that quarrel occurred between

Sahjahan and Amina Khatun frequently. Thereafter they

again start living peacefully. Sahjahan has first wife
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also. Amina has informed the pW-7 that she paid some

money to Sahjahan on his demand.

20.In his cross-examination, PW-7 has stated that she was

not told by Amina the exact amount which she paid

him.

21, PW-B Sri Pradip Mahanta has stated that on t31612011

he was serving as SI at Udalguri pS. He investigated the

Udalguri PS case no. 7Ll20Ll. On examination of the

case diary he found that the investigation was almost

completed. Thereafter he filed the charge-sheet against

the accused person U/S 37615ll IpC. Ext-4 is the

charge-sheet.

22.PW-9 Amirul Islam has stated that on L6l6l20LL he was

at Udalguri PS as ASI and he conducted the preliminary

investigation in this case. He visited the place of

occurrence, prepared the sketch-map, recorded

statements of witnesses and collected the injury report

of the victim, Exhibit 6 is the Sketch Map.

23.rn his cross examination the PW t has stated, inter alia,

that he had not recorded the statement of the parents

of the accused since they were not found.

24.PW 10 Sri A.K.Basfore was serving. as a Judicial

Magistrate First Class at Udalguri on 18.06.2011 and on

that day he recorded the statements of witnesses Ms.

&7tf,
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Amina Khatun and Ms. Azida Begum uls L64 of CrPC.

He has exhibited the statement of Ms. Amina Khatun as

exhibit 2 and the statement of Ms, Azida Begum as

exhibit 3,

25. DW 1 Md. Sahjahan Ali has stated that the informant is

his wife, Once in his absence both of his wives

quarreled. Thereafter the informant fled away from

house. The DW 1 searched for her and found her in the

railway station wherefrom he brought her back to

home. On being asked she refused to stay with the DW

1 and she also threatened to commit suicide by

consuming poison. Thereafter a village meeting was

called by the DW 1 where it was decided to send the

informant to her maternal house for a few days.

Accordingly the DW 1 sent his wife to her maternal

house. She was accompanied by the mother of the DWl

Rabiya Begum and Ali Akbar. The informant stayed

there for one month and thereafter she filed a case

against her husband. In his cross examination the DW 1

has denied the suggestion that he had beaten his wife

with demands for dowry.

26. DW-2 Amir Ali has stated that one evening

Sahjahan invited him to a place where 20-25 other

persons were also present. Amina Khatun had stated
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before them that she will not live with the accused

Sahjahan.

27.DW-3 Rabia Begum has stated that Sahjahan is her son

and Amina is her daughter in law. About four years ago,

Amina fought with her co-wife and thereafter she fled

away from her home. Thereafter she was brought back

to her hone but she refused to stay with Sahjahan as

his wife.

28. DW-4 Abdul Jalil, DW-5 Makia Khatun and DW-6 Rahim

Ali have also corroborated the fact that the informant

once fled away from the house of Sahjahan afte,r

quarreling with his first wife and thereafter she refused

to stay with him as his wife. PW-l Amina Begum have

stated in her evidence that she paid the dowry money

to her husband in front of Nausad Ali, Kanu Sheikh and

Siraj Ali.

29. PW 1 Amina Khatun had stated in her evidence that she

paid the dowry amount of Rs. L2,0001- to her husband

in the presence of Md. Nousad Ali, Kalu Seikh and Siraj

Ali. However, these three persons were not examined as

prosecution witnesses. Their evidence was vital for

proving the fact of payment of dowry to the accused.

Moreover the parents of the victim woman were also

not examined as prosecution witnesses. In a case u/s

49BA IPC, the evidence of the relatives, especially
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parents of the victim is of considerable significance.

More so, when the victim woman starts residing with

her parents when she is droved out of her matrimonial

home.

30. While cross examining the PW 1, it was suggested that

she had not stated before the police that on the date of

the incident at about 11 pm her husband came to home

with some other peoples and then he stated that he

would give her Talak (divorce), that she refused to give

her consent, that Din Islam took her thumb impression

on a deed forcefully, that as per the instructions of her

husband accused Mufazzal Hoque and Din Islam

dragged her to her paternal house, on the way they

misbehaved her and her clothes were also removed.

The IO (PW 9) has proved these contradictions. These

are material contradictions which casts a shadow of

doubt on the prosecution case. Moreover, in her

complaint petition (Ext 1) the complainant had stated

that her husband instructed accused Mufazzal Hoque

and Sahid Ali to accompany to her to her paternal

house. However, in her evidence she also named Din

Islam. The IO (PW 9) has also confirmed that the

informant had not stated before him that Din Islam was

involved in the incident.
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31.In her statement recorded uls 164 of CrPC (marked as

Exhibit 2) the informant Smt. Amina Khatun has not

mentioned anything about the incidents that occurred

with accused Mufazzal Hoque, Sahid Ali and Din Islam.

Instead she mentioned that her husband chased her out

of his house after beating her and thereafter she took

shelter in her paternal house, alongwith her child. There

is no mention that the other three accused persons

dragged her, assaulted her and misbehaved her. While

cross examining the PW 1 it was suggested that she

had not stated before the Magistrate about the incidents

that allegedly occurred before she left her matrimonial
' hor. and reached her paternal home. This omission in

the previous statement of the informant (PW 1)

amounts to a contradiction. This also casts a shadow of

doubt on the veracity of her evidence.

32.In this case the FIR was lodged after one month of the

incident. There is no explanation, either in the FIR or in

the evidence of PW 1, for the delay in lodging the FIR.

The medical examination of the victim woman was

conducted after three days of lodging the FIR. Medical

evidence (PW 6) shows that there was no injury in the

body of the informant/victim. This delay in lodging the

FIR casts another doubt over the truthfulness of the

prosecution case.
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33.The evidence of DW 1 says that his wife (informant)

was sent to her maternal house for a few days as per

the decision of the village meeting and then she went

there and stayed there for one month. After one month

she lodged the FIR. In the absence of any explanation

from the prosecution side for the delay in lodging the

FIR, this evidence of the accused assumes significance.

In this context the observations of the Hon'ble Gauhati

High Court in Utpal Mishra v. State of Assam 2015

(3) GLl 42O is worth mentioning. Referring to another

decision of the Hon'ble Supreme Court, reported in

, (1981) 2 SCC 166, the Hon'ble Court observed that the

defence witnesses are entitled to equal treatment with

those of the prosecution and the Courts ought to

overcome their traditional instinctive disbelieve in

defence witnesses. Keeping in mind this principle

relating to testimony of defence witnesses, the evidence

adduced by the DWs, when nothing contradictory could

be extracted in the cross examination, cannot be burst

aside.

34.The evidence of DW 1 was also corroborated by the

other DWs. DW 3 Rabia Begum was the mother of the

accused Sahjahan and DW 2, 4, 5 and 6 are

independent witnesses. They have also asserted the

fact that the informant once left her matrimonial house

after quarrelling with the first wife.of accused Sahjahan
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and thereafter in the village meeting she revealed that

she doesn't want to stay with Sahjahan as his wife.

These evidence shows that the informant voluntarily left

her matrimonial house after quarreling with her

husband and her co-wife. In Imran Khan v. State of
Assam 2015 (3) GU 433 the Hon'ble Gauhati High

Court has observed that the offence under section 498A

IPC postulates the cruelty of such a nature which is

likely to force the woman to commit suicide or to grave

injury or danger to life, limb or health of the woman. In

the present case, it appears that the complainant

herself left her matrimonial house earlier after a quarrel.

The evidence doesn't reveal any circumstance which

can compel the woman to commit suicide. Medical

evidence doesn't show any injury to her body or health.

35. The evidence also doesn't reveal any offence of

attempt to rape. The PW t had stated that when the

accused persons tried to commit bad act on her, she

started screaming and hearing that scream, some

people from the neighbourhood gathered. Thereupon

the accused persons left leaving the PW-l there. She

also informed the elder brother of accused Sahjahan,

namely, Rejak Ali and the village secretary Bahar Islam

about the incident. However, those neighbouring

people, Rejak Ali or Bahar Islam were not made

witnesses by the prosecution.
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36. The other prosecution witnesses have also not

corroborated the evidence of the PW 1.

37.The contradictions and omissions underscored in the

above paragraphs as well as the non examination of

some vital witnesses by the prosecution suggest that

the prosecution has failed to prove its case against the

accused persons beyond reasonable ground.

38.In view of the above, the accused persons, namely, Md.

Shahjahan Ali, Md. Din Islam, Md. Sahid Ali and Md.

Ylufazzal Hoque are acquitted and set at liberty

forthwith.

39.The bail bonds shall remain in force for another six

months, in compliance of Section 437A of CrPC.

40. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 27th

day of January, 2022.

//-f,

Uq,^trn, lsox
(Nisanta Goswami)

Addl. Sessions Judge
Udalgufli
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APPENDIX:

A) Prosecution witnesses :

i) PW1- Musst. Amina Khatoon

ii) PW2- Musstt. Azida Begum

iii) PW 3- Md. Kasem Ali

iv) PW 4- Md. Ajgar Ali

v) PW 5- Md. Nurul Amin

vi) PW 6- Dr. Achyut Hazarika

vii) PW 7-Md. Atab Ali

viii) PW B- Sri Pradip Mahanta

ix) PW 9- Md. Amirul Islam

x) PW 10- Sri A.K. Basfore

B) Defence witness:

i) DW 1- Md. Shahjahan Ali

ii) DW 2- Md. Amir Ali

iii) DW 3- Musstt. Rabia Begum

iv) DW 4- Md. Abdul Jalil

v) DW 5- Md. Malika Khatun

C) Exhibits:

i) Ext.1- Ejahar

ii) Ext.2- Statement of Amina Khatun before Magistrate

iii) Ext 3- Statement of Azida Begum before Magistrate

iv) Ext 4 & 5- Charge Sheet

v) Ext 6- Sketch Map
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vi) Ext 7- Statement of Azida Begum

vii) Ext B- Statement of Ajgar Ali

viii) Ext 9- Medical Report of Miss Azida Begum

D) Material Exhibits: Nil

Gg,"#t lio'^^
(Nisanta Goswami)

Addl. Sessions Judge
Udalguri
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